CREATIVE WRITING REQUIREMENTS

CREATIVE WRITING CONCENTRATION  
(ENGLISH MAJORS ONLY)

A. Four workshops:

Workshop classes include EN278, 279, 280, 378, 379, 380, 382, 386, 478, 479, 480; and TD 141

Certain independent work can be substituted for a workshop:
   Independent Study (491, 492)
   Honors Thesis (483, 484)

Workshop _________________________
Workshop _________________________
Workshop _________________________
Workshop _________________________

B. Fulfill all Requirements of the English Major

B. Three Literature Courses:
   One may be at the 200 level, but at least two must be at the 300/400 level.

_________________
_________________
_________________

Students may take one literature class in a foreign language at the 300 or 400 level to substitute for one of the courses in British or American literature.

CREATIVE WRITING MINOR  
(OTHER MAJORS)

A. Four workshops:

Workshop classes include EN278, 279, 280, 378, 379, 380, 382, 386, 478, 479, 480; and TD 141

Certain independent work can be substituted for a workshop:
   Independent Study (491, 492)
   Honors Thesis (483, 484)

Workshop _________________________
Workshop _________________________
Workshop _________________________
Workshop _________________________
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